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| TITLE | Resolution in Demand of Additional Kosher and Halal Options in all Dining Facilities on Campus |

WHEREAS, Currently the food options being sold on campus dining facilities have limited Kosher and Halal options; Lothian Dining Hall, Aberdeen-Inverness Dining Hall; and

WHEREAS, Kosher and Halal options are limited to only being displayed online at residential restaurant locations and not at any other dining facilities here on campus, such as: Scotty’s, The Glen Mor Market; and

WHEREAS, There are no Kosher or Halal options once the residential restaurants close at 8:30 pm; and

WHEREAS, There are no Kosher or Halal options at the Scotty locations after 8:00 pm; and

WHEREAS, The C stores do not display their options online, making it difficult for a student to locate where these options are sold on campus; and

WHEREAS, Not expanding the amount of Kosher or Halal options on campus specifically discriminates certain communities that only consume such options as but not limited to: The Jewish and Muslim communities on campus; and

WHEREAS, Students residing in the residential communities have no access to kosher or Halal options once the residential restaurants close at 8:30 pm, disrupting their individual health by not having options that accommodate said students; Now, therefore let it be,

RESOLVED, That the Associated Students of UC Riverside,
(1) Demands that the University of California, Riverside dining services expands the amount of Kosher and Halal options on campus in all dining facilities.
(2) Demand that the University of California, Riverside dining services diversify the amount of Kosher and Halal options on campus.
(3) Demands that the University of California, Riverside dining services attends to the needs of those who keep Kosher and Halal options.
(4) Demands that the process of addressing this issue is expedited.
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